
A
Children’s 

Call for  
Hope

FOSTERING HOPE  
AND EMPATHY IN A TIME  

OF GLOBAL CRISIS



We invite you to join us in an exciting 
new campaign, launched in 

celebration of World Children’s Day  
on November 20, that will give voice  
to the HOPE felt by children around  
the world.

Through the voices of children and 
young people, we hope to stimulate the 
imagination of all of us who need HOPE  
in these troubled times.

Finding hope in children’s creativity

The Children’s Call for Hope campaign 
invites children from early childhood years 
through middle school to respond to the 
question: “Where do you find HOPE?“

Children from around the world are 
encouraged to send in their responses to 
OneShared.World’s IDEA School team—
including pictures, poems, stories and 
animations. 

Welcoming every child’s voice

We are reaching out to public and private 
schools, children in refugee status, 
youngsters from all faith, ethnic, tribal and 
national origins. There are no “wrong” 
answers and all responses will be shared 

and made easily accessible through our 
dedicated IDEA School Instagram wall  
and later the OneShared.World website.

Help us bring their voices to the world

Our diverse team, whose members 
include college students and 

experienced educators from around the 
world, believes that education is the 
foundation of empathy and understanding 
for others. 

Through the Children’s Call for Hope 
campaign, as well as our “Hope Talks” 
Conversation Guides and Deep Dive tool 
kits, we seek to inspire users to think 
critically about their place in our world  
and reflect on the ways we collectively  
can achieve a brighter, better future.

Find directions on how to make 
submissions on the next page

We look forward to you joining us and 
sharing hope at a time when the world 
desperately needs it!

We can’t wait to see your submissions!

With hope,

The OneShared.World IDEA School team

This is a Children’s Call for Hope

Partner with Us!
The first 100 schools who become partners will receive a gift of  

$50 for art supplies. Email us for info: ideaschool@oneshared.world 

https://OneShared.World
https://oneshared.world/hope-talks/
https://oneshared.world/hope-talks/
https://oneshared.world/deep-dive/
https://oneshared.world/deep-dive/
mailto:ideaschool%40oneshared.world?subject=


We call on children of the world to participate in our Children’s Call for Hope 
campaign! Here is how to participate:

Directions:

All submissions should answer the question: “WHERE DO YOU FIND HOPE?”  

 {Drawings 
 { Paintings

 { Photos
 {Videos

 {Animations
 { Poems

 { Short stories
 { Essays

Submissions may include any type of creative expressions, including:

If submitting artwork, scan it or take a high-quality photo

With each submission, please list the child’s first name and age, 
the child’s school and the location of the child’s school 

Email the submission to: ideaschool@oneshared.world

We encourage submissions by March 1, 2021

After submitting, feel free to share your submission on social media via the 
hashtag #HOPEtalks.

Questions? Email us at: ideaschool@oneshared.world
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CONTRIBUTORS
Gayatri Ahuja, Project Coordinator, Delhi University
Malaika Bhayana, Outreach Coordinator, Duke University
Laura Homann, International Outreach, UMass Lowell 
Luchen Li, International Partnerships
Jamie Metzl, Founder and Chair, OneShared.World
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Dean Heather Lattimer, Connie L. Lurie College of Education, San Jose State University
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ABOUT IDEA SCHOOLS
Our diverse team of college students and experienced educators from around the world 
represents the IDEA (Interdependent Education for Action) Schools, the educational arm of 
the new global movement OneShared.World. We are committed to building an interdependent 
human society embracing economic, environmental, gender and racial justice. 
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